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Your word is a lamp to my feet and a light to my path.
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Review by S. S. Ilchishin

INTRODUCTION

The People, the Land, and the Future of Israel: Israel and the
Jewish People in the Plan of God (hereafter PLFI) is a collection
of essays by top evangelical minds about Israel and her people as
they relate to theology in the OT, NT, Jewish Rabbinic thought,
Christian hermeneutics, and eschatology. The collection was
edited, as well as contributed to, by Mitch Glaser, President of
Chosen People Ministries, and Darrell Bock, NT scholar, and
senior research professor at Dallas Theological Seminary.
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SUMMARY & EVALUATION

“The People, the Land, and the Future of Israel” conference was
held in New York City in October 2013. PLFI contains the papers
and essays presented at this conference. The topics covered are
the people, the Land, and the future of Israel as relating to the
Hebrew Scriptures (chapters 1-4), the New Testament (chapters
5-8), Hermeneutics, Theology and Church History (chapters
9-13), and finally Practical Theology (chapters 14-17). Each
chapter provides an excellent “suggested reading” list and
questions for discussion. Experts in their respective fields, such
as Walter Kaiser, Michael Brown, Darrell Bock, Craig Evans,
Mark Saucy, Michael Vlach, and Mitch Glaser (et. al.) weigh in
on the issues.
Hebrew Scriptures

A prominent theme in the Torah (the first five books of the
Hebrew Bible) is that everything is created for God’s glory; the
same goes for Israel, this section claims (37). Israel was chosen
for a mission and was given the promise that the people would
endure until the very end of time, and in the world to come.
Walter Kaiser concludes that the Hebrew canon ends with the
promise given to David, namely that God indissolubly connected
His name with David, his line, and the Land (51). The prophetic
vison, as observed by Robert Chislom Jr., is return from exile as
a people and the restoration of Zion (66). For this to happen the
people of Israel have to be a viable political entity in the Land
of Israel.
Michael Brown links these themes as they are seen by the
rabbis. He explains that rabbinic literature looks forward as much
as it looks to the past, maybe even more so. Rabbinic literature
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also sees in the pages of Scripture a “paradise restored” (80). The
prophets foretell, and rabbinic literature echoes, says Brown, that
there will come a time when Israel will not be uprooted (82). And
he reminds the readers that dwelling in the Land, in the presence
of God, is the ultimate expression of Jewish future hope (ibid).
New Testament

Chapters 5-8 seek to engage the misconception that the gentile
“international” Church has replaced Israel as the people of God.
The conclusions made by the authors in contradiction to this
theory are: (1) the Gospels teach that the Church is part of the
promises to Israel, and the Kingdom of Heaven includes the
restoration of the Land (100); (2) for the writer of Acts, gentile
inclusion does not mean Israel’s exclusion (113); (3) Romans
9-11 explains the current (post-cross) and future chosen-ness of
Israel and her coming restoration (123-30); (4) the audience of
the Epistles are for the most part genetic descendants of Abraham
and are constantly reminded by the authors of God’s promises to
Israel (ethnic) and the application to all who choose to follow the
God of Israel and place their trust in his Son, the Jewish Messiah,
Jesus of Nazareth (145).
Hermeneutics, Theology and Church History

This section takes the reader on a journey through the often
misunderstood and more often contended issue of hermeneutics.
Craig Blaising attempts to show the weakness of “replacement
theology.” A more holistic reading of the Bible is preferable,
he argues (165). A redefining of Israel (best case) or outright
replacement (worse case) is to ignore the theological importance
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of Israel and its people, and trade a robust eschatology for a thin
concept of the Kingdom of God (ibid).
The next chapters cover the necessity of Israel in Biblical
Theology (Saucy), in eschatology (Feinberg), and throughout
Church history (Vlach). Saucy seeks to explain the crucial part
Israel plays in the biblical narrative, and not only the people,
but also the Land. For his part, Feinberg looks to Daniel 9:2427, Zechariah 12, and Isaiah 19:16-25. For Feinberg, these
prophecies are proof that there needs to be a literal Israel.
Furthermore, Israel’s rejection of Messiah did not cancel out
these prophecies (193).
Vlach and Leventhal tackle Israel in Church history. Vlach
specifically covers the view of Israel throughout Church history.
He reviews for the reader the development of “replacement
theology” and also the development of the Church’s recognition
that there is a future for Israel. He correctly concludes that Israel
is a mixed bag in Church history (209).
For Leventhal, despite the Holocaust’s dark shadow on
history, the rebirth of Israel looks forward and allows for the
spiritual rebirth of Israel that is envisioned by the Scriptures
in the world to come. Coming through Jewish and non-Jewish
thinkers and theologians who grapple with the Holocaust,
Leventhal concludes that, “God planted a Zionist component”
into His people, a desire to return to the Land of their fathers,
and despite the horrors of history, He is leading His people home.
One of the longer chapters in the book, it connects the reader
with an often overlooked issue in the Christian world.
Practical Theology

The last and final section of the book literally deals with more
practical matters. However it begins with the immortality of
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the Jewish people. Its author, Michael Rydelnik, posits that the
continued existence of the Jewish people is evidence for the truth
of Scripture. He suggests that the Church should take God at His
word; if God said that He will never forsake the Jewish people,
then He meant it. God has kept His people, restored them to the
Land, kept for Himself a remnant (e.g. Messianic Jews), and will
also be true to His word for the future and final restoration of
Zion.
The last of three chapters of the final section deal with:
Evangelism (Glaser); Israel and the local pastor (Epstein); and
a brief survey on the view of Israel in modern day seminaries
(Hagg). Glaser and Epstein argue for the need for Jewish
evangelism and the Church’s calling to love the Jewish people,
respectively. Christian love for the Jewish people should lead
to bridge building, and an honest, bold evangelism that shows
the Jewish people their Jewish Messiah. Both do a quality job
expressing the need for the Church to reach out to the Jewish
community.
Hagg, commenting on a ten-question survey sent to 70
seminaries, sees an unfortunate trend in evangelical scholarship
– namely, an apathy or under-appreciation of the Jewish people
and Israel as they relate to the topics discussed in this book. The
book ends on a somewhat low note and the last chapter offers
little by way of conclusion. It simply states the case and offers
no solution to the apparent apathy towards Israel in today’s
seminaries.
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

The purpose of PLFI is to present a broadly Pre-Millennial view
on what the Bible teaches about the Jewish people, the Land of
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Israel, and the future of Israel. It can provide Bible students with
a much-needed, broad biblical theology on the subject. The book,
its authors, and editors accomplish this fairly well. However,
PLFI’s strength is also its weakness. It seems it was written for
a lay audience and would not serve as a strong academic book,
although this should not discourage professors from using it in
the classroom. However, an expanded, more academic version of
this book and its contents is needed, perhaps in a multi-volume
set. The arguments presented in this book are not entirely new, but
that is hardly an issue to bring up as some reviewers have. These
“tested” arguments are compiled into one book, easily accessible
in one volume, and this makes PLFI an excellent primer.
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Zadok, David, “A Messianic Jewish Response to
the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict,” Borough Park
Symposium 4, http://www.chosenpeople.com/
symposium/papers2014/Topic_3_David_Zadok_Main_
Paper.pdf. February, 2014.
Teplinsky, Sandra, “Response to David Zadok on ‘A
Messianic Jewish Response to the Israeli-Palestinian
Conflict,’” Borough Park Symposium 4, http://www.
chosenpeople.com/symposium/papers2014/Topic_3_
Sandra_Teplinsky_Response_Paper.pdf.
February, 2014.
Rood, Judith, “The Messianic Movement and the
Israeli-Palestinian Conflict: Understanding the
Evangelical Palestinian Resistance,” Borough
Park Symposium 4, http://www.chosenpeople.com/
symposium/papers2014/Topic_3_Judith_Rood_
Response_Paper.pdf. February, 2014.
Review by Robert Walter
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INTRODUCTION

From February 16-18, 2015, the fourth gathering of the Borough
Park Symposium met in New York City. Messianic Jewish leaders
and scholars from around the world came together to discuss and
present Messianic Jewish perspectives on the Israeli-Palestinian
Conflict. From the symposium organizers’ own description the
goal was to cover, “biblical and theological perspectives on
the modern state of Israel; relationships between Israel and its
neighbors, and between Jewish and Arab Yeshua-believers,”
as well as how to, “frame the way we speak about Israel and
the Middle East within the Messianic Jewish community and
to the broader Christian world.” The results were not nearly
as monolithic as one might expect. In this short review we
would like to summarize and reflect on one of the Symposium’s
segments which had contributors who held some of the more
divergent perspectives.
The topic of this segment was, “A Messianic Jewish Response
to the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict” and its primary contributor
was David Zadok, pastor of Grace and Truth Congregation
in Israel and the Field Director of Christian Witness to Israel,
HaGefen Publishing. Responding to Zadok’s presentation were
author, minister, and speaker Sandra Teplinsky, president and
founder of Light of Zion, a Messianic outreach to Israel and
the Church based in California and Jerusalem, and Dr. Judith
Rood, Professor of Middle East Studies at Biola University in La
Mirada, California.
SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

In his paper, David Zadok focuses primarily on the biblical
relationship between the people of Israel and the Land of Israel.
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He highlights the overarching plan of God to redeem and restore
mankind as He deals with the problem of sin and enmity, tracing
the Land promises throughout the biblical narrative. Using an
analogy similar to Messiah’s statement that the Sabbath was made
for man and not man for the Sabbath, Zadok suggests that the
Land was made for man and not man for the Land. This does not
negate or downplay the importance of the Land in the outworking
of God’s Kingdom plan, but rather helps place it in its proper
context. That God is and always has been more concerned with
the redemption of people from every tribe, nation, and tongue
than He has been with the Land is the paradigm through which
Zadok suggests Messianic Jews ought to view the current IsraeliPalestinian conflict.
As Zadok applies this paradigm he mentions the vastly
different hermeneutics employed by both Messianic Jewish
Israelis and Palestinian Christians, briefly touching on their
impact. He acknowledges the tough questions that both sides must
ask about Palestinian suffering and threats to Israel’s security,
and concludes with suggested ways forward for Messianic Jews.
He exhorts Messianic Jews to listen to and try to understand
their Palestinian Christian brothers; acknowledge and at times be
critical of Israel’s misuse of military power; support Israel’s right
to protect herself from Islamic terrorism; and remember that the
battle is not against flesh and blood, but against principalities
and powers. Thus, Messianic Jews must continue to share the
Gospel in Israel with Jew and Arab alike, and allow their views
to be shaped by the Word of God and not by nationalistic identity.
Sandra Teplinsky offers her paper as a supplement to Zadok’s.
She provides some deeper exegetical insights on certain passages
highlighted by Zadok, including Hebrews 11:10 and Genesis
3:15. Building upon Zadok’s mention of hermeneutics, Teplinsky
expounds upon the deleterious effects that Liberation Theology
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has had on some Palestinian Christians as well as their Western
supporters. She summarizes their view as stating, “the Bible has
no meaning in and of itself. Instead, the meaning of Scripture
(especially regarding Israel) is said to derive from subjective
interaction between reader and text . . . A critical question
is how much subjectivity ought to be considered within the
bounds of fair discussion in an honest search for biblical truth,”
(Teplinsky, 2). A key conclusion for her is that without being on
the same page in interpreting biblical truth, there is no chance of
reconciliation based on any truth.
Teplinsky addresses the historical, political, and legal issues
in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict, with specific responses to
mainstream Palestinian culture. She does a masterful job tracing
the legal rights that Israel has to the Land in accordance with
International Law, and exposes Israel’s dissenters as employing
lawfare—“the manipulation of traditional Western law so as to
undermine the principles on which that law is based, and thereby
achieve otherwise unattainable, extremist political goals,”
(Teplinsky, 3)—to delegitimize Israel.
She concludes with a call for Messianic Jew’s and Palestinian
Christian’s to take their personal hurt, pride, ill feelings toward
Israelis and Palestinian’s to the cross; that this will open the
floodgates of forgiveness, and ultimately hearken the return of
the King.
With an expertise in Arab Studies, Judith Rood centers on
understanding the “Evangelical Palestinian Resistance.” She
begins by giving a sweeping and precise overview of how the
political situation in the Arab world has been shaped through
the twentieth century and suggests the current Israeli-Palestinian
conflict resulted from Western influence in the region postWWII and post-Cold War. As a result the rise of radical Islamist
regimes attempting to reverse those results and expunge Western
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influence from what were once Islamic lands, the “Palestinian
Resistance” is viewed as the only viable option “for some
evangelical Palestinians to express their political will, to have
some sense of participating in their national rejection of the
legitimacy of Israel,” (Rood, 2).
This unlikely marriage between a group of non-violent
evangelicals and violent resistance organizations has been
forged through the introduction of Liberation Theology into
the Palestinian Christian narrative, has thrived through Sabeel,
an ecumenical organization spear-headed by Anglican minister
Naim Ateek, and has found its most prominent expression in the
“Christ at the Checkpoint” conference series. Rood provides
a pointed critique of the Palestinian Kairos Document and
concludes that its underlying philosophy, “makes it an impossible
basis for reconciliation between Messianic Jews and Palestinian
Christians. Like the Hamas Charter, the Palestinian Christian
document articulates an eschatalogical rejection of the Jewish
state,” (Rood, 4).
With such divergent historical narratives at play, even among
Messianic Jews and Palestinian Christians, Rood suggests a way
for the two groups to seek reconciliation in the absence of peace.
She points to the joint work of Lisa Loden and Salim Munayer,
Through My Enemies Eyes: Envisioning Reconciliation in IsraelPalestine, as a template to follow. This template sees the two
authors coming together to hear, understand, and respect each
side’s historical view of events as well as biblical hermeneutic,
accepting each other’s presence while rejecting voices that call
for the destruction of either, and meeting each other at the foot
of the Cross.
Such an attempt at reconciliation in the absence of peace and
in the absence of agreement on historical narrative is respectable
and admirable especially for followers of Messiah. However,
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it is not an easy undertaking, even for followers of Messiah.
This is emblematic in what is perhaps the most stirring portion
of Rood’s paper. Her epilogue relays the story of Palestinian
Christian leader, Sami Awad, who spent the night in a children’s
bunk during a visit to Auschwitz. His view of Israel was greatly
impacted by the experience as he stared at “drawings these
children had left behind, pictures of children playing drawn by
children who would never play again,” (Rood, 8). He suddenly
understood the impact that the Holocaust has had in shaping
Israel, her desire and drive to exist and to never again be under
the thumb of foreign rulers. As he shared this testimony at the
“Christ at the Checkpoint” conference in 2010, he passionately
called for Palestinian Christians to lead the way in seeking
non-violent peace with Israel, with an understanding of Jewish
history, and the fear and pain of the past. He declared, “We must
be a voice of truth in suffering, on behalf of all people, including
the Jewish people who have not had the opportunity to heal,”
(Rood, 9). His words were a glimmer of hope. Sadly, Rood
shares that since he uttered the words in 2010 he has distanced
himself form the comments. She believes because of pressure
from the “Resistance.”
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

The three authors each took different approaches in examining
what the Messianic Jewish response to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict ought to be. Zadok appealed primarily to Scripture
understood and applied; Teplinsky reinforced Zadok’s view
and added the importance of the legal legitimacy of Israel’s
right to the Land in the face of radical “lawfare” perpetuated by
extremists; and, Rood brought a greater understanding of how
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both Israeli and Palestinian historical narratives have impacted
the current situtation. In proposing pathways to reconciliation,
Teplinsky and Rood hold clearly opposite views on the need
for mutual agreement on biblical and historical truth. Despite
this, what stood out the most to this reviewer is how each
contributor emphasized the need for the centrality of the Cross in
any attempt at reconciliation or peace. Even when discussing a
conflict so complex, with waters muddied by outside influences,
disagreements on truth, and polarized historical narratives—the
Cross remains the only place where reconciliation can be found.
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Stephen Spector, Evangelicals
and Israel: The Story of
American Christian Zionism.
Oxford, UK: Oxford University
Press, Inc. 2009. 338 pp. $29.95
ISBN-13: 978-0-19-536802-4
Review by Richard H. Flashman

Stephen Spector is a professor of English at Stony Brook
University. In addition to Evangelicals and Israel (2008) he is
the author of Operation Solomon: The Daring Rescue of the
Ethiopian Jews (2005) and most recently May I Quote You
On That?: A Guide to Grammar and Usage (2015). Although
Jewish, Spector is no stranger to the New Testament or
Christianity as he has spent his career studying and teaching
both. Spector’s nuanced treatment of the book’s topic provides
a significant witness to his understanding of the New Testament
and conservative Christian beliefs. In addition, he seems to
have invested a great deal of time and energy interacting with
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both leaders and members of evangelical and Christian Zionist
movements for a sustained period of time across the opinion
spectrum. His subsequent realization of the complexity of
motivations surrounding evangelical support for Israel is further
evidence of the author’s intellectual honesty and competency for
writing this comprehensive account of evangelical support for
the Jewish people and the nation of Israel.
Spector comes at this issue from a secular Jewish perspective.
His interest is academic and reflects a genuine desire to help
the Jewish community in America understand the nuance and
complexities of evangelical support. In doing this he conveys
an insider’s understanding of Jewish sensibilities on the topic
and a certain Jewish bemusement over exuberant evangelical
expressions of worship and friendship.
Spector’s book is an extensive and thoughtful search for the
motivation behind, what is to Spector, the surprising American
evangelical support for the state of Israel and its warm feelings
for the Jewish people. He points out that there is great suspicion
in the Jewish community towards evangelicals and their support
for Israel. It is hard for them to get past their deep political
differences on domestic issues; their fear of the loss of acceptance
and opportunity that a more Christianized society might bring;
and for many Jews, the belief that down deep evangelical
Christians, in the end, expect Jewish people to convert or die
based on popular Christian eschatological expectations (viii).
This is why when Jewish people are asked to rate their feelings
“temperature” toward evangelicals from 0°– 100°, they average
in at a very brisk 24 degrees fahrenheit.
But the opposite is true of evangelicals. Their average
feelings “temperature” toward Jewish people comes in at a very
comfortable 68° with 75% of evangelicals expressing favorable
or very favorable attitudes towards the Jewish people. These
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feelings have only grown stronger over the last forty years (viii).
Yet, Jewish people see evangelicals as second only to Muslims in
their anti-Semitism (viii).
What is one to make of this unrequited love? Spector spends
much of his book trying to get to the bottom of this disconnect.
In the process he examines Christian Zionism. He does this by
trying to explain and define Christian Zionism through his often
humorous (from a Jewish perspective) personal experience of it
at their gatherings. He introduces some of the major Christian
Zionist groups and leaders and attempts to get a handle on
their core beliefs. These core beliefs include the restoration of
national Israel, aversions to replacement theology, and a view
of the end-times which sees a great time of suffering for Israel
and the world, followed by the return of Jesus to rescue Israel
and establish his 1000 year reign from Jerusalem over the whole
earth. He then goes into the particulars, identifying and describing
the variety and complexity of motivations surrounding Christian
Zionism. These include the promise of blessing in the Abrahamic
Covenant for all who bless the Jewish people; Israel as God’s
prophetic clock and proof of his faithfulness to his word; the
warning of God’s judgment (curses) on those who seek to oppose
or harm the Jewish people; genuine love and gratitude toward
Biblical Jewish faith as the root and foundation of their own
faith; deep remorse over past so-called Christian anti-Semitism;
and a genuine appreciation for a brave frontline ally (which acts
as a bulwark) in the war against radical Islamic terrorism.
Spector then attempts to educate his non-evangelical reader
on the historical theology of evangelicalism which helps Spector
and the reader to understand the significant diversity of thought,
paths to faith, social and political convictions, and beliefs about
the relationship between the church, Israel, and the Jewish
people.
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Spector then devotes two chapters to unpacking the Christian
Zionist perceptions and relationship to the Arab and Muslim
world. Spector points to a strong belief among Christian Zionists
that trading land for peace with the Palestinian Arabs will never
work, that the Arab Muslims are implacable enemies of the
Jewish people and will not rest until the Jewish state ceases to
exist. Democracy is not the answer for the Palestinians because
they will just vote in hate groups like Hamas as they did in 2006.
For Christian Zionists, it is all part of the greater war with radical
Islam. Once the “Saturday people” are defeated they will be
coming for the “Sunday people.” For many Christian Zionists,
the conflict with radical Islam is an existential threat to their
freedom and security and constitutes nothing less than a new
(Third?) World War (69). Christian Zionists are thus convinced
that radical Islam cannot be appeased, and rather, must be
defeated. For their part, many Arab Muslims with the opposite
and opposing perspective feel the same way toward Israel and
the decadent Christian west.
In chapter five Spector delves into the theological roots of
the antipathy between Christian Zionists and Islam. For many
this is a clash between the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
and Allah. Spector points out that evangelicals have a very low
view of Islam (82). To them, according to the Koran, Islam is not
a religion of peace. It has never gone through a reformation and
thus the only true expression of Islam is its fundamental version
(88).
Spector then goes into the history of the conflict between
Christianity and Islam, including their many significant
theological differences and their deep seated animosity toward
each other. Spector brings out that both Christian Zionists and
many Muslims have a sort of mirror image eschatology, in
which a world in conflict and chaos is brought to the brink of
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destruction only to be rescued by each faith’s version of a Savior.
In fact, both sides accuse each other of trying to advance their
eschatological agendas in precisely the same ways (109).
Having described Christian Zionist positions in great detail
Spector examines the criticism of the movement which he says
comes down to four principle charges:
1.

They want Jews to return to Israel in order to speed
up their deaths, mass conversion, and the return of
Jesus to set up his millennial kingdom.

2.

Evangelicals just want to convert Jews.

3.

Christian Zionism is a distortion of true Christianity
which seeks justice for all the oppressed (in this case,
the Palestinians).

4.

“Evangelical Zionists are allied with right-wing of
Israeli politicians in opposing the exchange of land
for peace,” which according to many on the centerleft “poses a greater danger to the Jewish state than
terrorism does” (111).

Spector examines each of these charges in detail and gives the
defenders of Christian Zionism an opportunity to refute them. He
then spends his seventh chapter looking into the fourth charge,
tracing the alliance of Christian Zionists to the political right in
Israel. What the Israeli right have come to recognize as a key
alliance, the left in both Israel and the U.S. have come to distrust
and view as dangerous (148).
In chapter eight Spector takes on the charge that evangelical
support for Israel is grounded in tragic, dispensational endtime scenarios for the Jewish people. He shows that while such
a scenario exists, it is by and large not the great evangelical
motivation for supporting Israel and most Jewish leaders are
not bothered by it. Rather they appreciate evangelical support
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whatever the motivation. Spector cites the common joke told in
mostly Jewish circles: If Messiah comes and says “Hello, nice to
see you again,” Jews will need to repent. If he says, “Nice to meet
you” then it will be the Christians who will have to apologize to
the Jews. For most Jewish leaders, Christian support trumps even
some of the strange (in their eyes) reasons for that support. Many
Christian leaders concede that the state of Israel will lead to the
Second Coming of the Messiah Jesus, but this is not the prime
motivation for their support for Israel, and warn detractors not to
confuse this belief for a motive (179).
In Spector’s ninth chapter he seeks to get to the bottom of
the evangelical motivation for supporting Israel. In particular:
Do evangelicals, at least in significant part, support Israel to
hasten the Second Coming of the Messiah Jesus and its troubling
scenario, from the Jewish point of view, of convert or die? In the
end, says Spector, the answer to their question cannot be fully
discerned because there are so many and varied motivations at
work. Yet Spector asserts that millions of Christians believe that
through Israel’s rebirth in 1948, the prophetic clock has resumed
its ticking, and Christian support for the Jewish state, in all its
various forms, can be used of God to hasten Jesus’ return (200).
The remainder of Spector’s book has to do with President
George W. Bush and the events, politics, and policies of his
administration vis-à-vis the Jewish state, terrorism, and the
Arab-Israeli Conflict.
Interestingly, Spector ends his volume with an end-time
scenario quote from no lesser light than Hal Lindsey of Late
Great Planet Earth fame. He quotes Lindsey declaring that
soon “God will liberate his people Israel and bring a remnant
to true faith in His Messiah” (253). A re-statement of the very
same painful eschatological scenario that so many Jews suspect
motivates evangelical support for Israel.
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Spector’s purpose for writing Evangelicals and Israel seems
to be driven by a genuine desire to understand the phenomena
of conservative Christian (evangelical) support for the state of
Israel and its warm feelings toward the Jewish people. As he
makes clear in the preface, many Jewish people are skeptical of
evangelicals and their motives for such support. Historically, the
Jewish experience with conservative Christianity has not been
a good one. Most of the anti-Semitism, persecution, pogroms,
inquisition, and atrocities perpetuated against European Jewry
has come from the right wing precincts of European society
often instigated by so called Christians. Jews have a right to be
concerned about right of center nationalistic movements which
are often driven by religious (conservative Christian) interests.
Jewish memories are long and hard to shake.
The bottom line is that Jewish people do not trust conservative
Christians and their motives. One gets the sense that Spector
himself does not know if this is justified or not when it comes to
evangelical support for Israel, and genuinely wants to discover
their motivations and report his findings. That being said, there
does seem to be a part of Spector that wants to debunk the half
truths, stereotypes, simplistic analysis, and myths associated with
the topic. He is careful to dig deep and not settle for superficial
answers. This rigorous search for the truth gives the reader a
sense that Spector thinks the high level of Jewish mistrust for
evangelical support is not entirely called for. One senses he
would like to see a warming of attitudes toward evangelicals
especially from the American Jewish side. (148)
In the end, Spector seems to sympathize with those who
say “So what?” (158-161) So what if some Christians are
motivated by distasteful (to Jewish sensibilities) eschatological
expectations? Israel and the Jewish people need friends. There
are worse motivations than sincerely held faith convictions about
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how history is going to unfold. As long as the support and warmth
come without strings attached, who cares why it comes? (160)
So, is Spector successful in reducing Jewish suspicions of
evangelical support for Israel and warm feelings toward the Jewish
people? To some degree, it seems he is. Just by demonstrating
how complex and varied the issue really is, a fair-minded
Jewish person would have to concede that there are a number of
evangelical motivations that are quite inoffensive to them. These
would include Christian recognition of God’s covenant love for
and faithfulness to Israel, based on the Abrahamic promises, as
well as the Christian desire to reflect that same covenant love and
faithfulness in their own lives. In other words, these Christians
want to get on what they perceive to be the side of God. (188)
That being said, one would have to imagine many readers
being unpersuaded by Spector’s in- depth analysis because no
final definitive answer to evangelical motivation emerges. In
addition, at least some of the motivations Spector does uncover
would reinforce some negative Jewish narratives (e.g. the
evangelical desire to see Jewish people believe in Jesus as their
Messiah; the dispensational end times belief that Israel will go
through a very difficult time before they are rescued by their
Messiah, etc.).
Spector’s strengths are as an investigator. He digs down
deep to understand the motivations, positions, and practices he
observes using a wide variety of means and sources. He is always
looking to get at the facts and opposing positions and ideas.
Spector makes a valuable contribution to the topic. He
provides a variety of perspectives - Jewish, Muslim, Christian,
and secular. He then goes inside these groups to discern the
variety of opinions and sub-groups that exist, and then to hear
what people in these various groups are communicating to their
most ardent and committed supporters.
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Spector shows that even within particular sub-groups of
a movement there are significant differences (e.g. different
beliefs and points of emphasis that exist among evangelical
dispensationalists). At the very least, the careful reader should
come to appreciate the nuances and complexities of the topic.
On the other hand, Spector never fully answers the question
about the motivation of the majority of Christian Zionists. In
particular, what percentage support Israel in order to hasten a
painful dispensationalist end times scenario? Spector cannot say,
mostly because to do so scientifically is nearly impossible (188).
But since dispensationalists compose only 2.5% of the American
adult population he speculates that the number cannot be that
high (188).
In addition, Spector does not examine the Jewish stereotype
of dispensational pre-millennialism except for a brief rebuttal.
It would have been helpful to have challenged the Jewish
understanding of “convert or die.” Without question, no lover
of Israel or the Jewish people wants them to suffer or die. While
Spector does quote a few Christians on the topic, it is mostly
in passing. Dispensational pre-millennialists mainly report their
understanding of what they read in Scripture. It may be true that
what they read and report is unpleasant for just about everybody
(not just the Jewish people), but that does not mean they want
that unpleasantness to occur. The suffering of any person at any
time is a great tragedy to most Christians. But that does not mean
they can ignore it either. That would be decidedly unloving.
Christians believe they have received both good news and bad
news from God. To withhold either of those messages would be
the most unloving, uncaring thing they could do. It would be
indifference of a diabolical kind. It would have been helpful if
Spector could have shared this Christian perspective with his
Jewish readers.
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Spector’s book is a great lesson in cross-cultural understanding.
It issues a cautionary note to anyone tempted to stereotype or
generalize about the thinking, beliefs, and motivations of another
group. Would that all who consider themselves to be fairminded, take the time and care to truly understand the actions
and practices of others as Spector has done with the Christian
Zionist movement. I know that this reviewer plans to apply that
lesson to his work going forward.
Overall, I would recommend the first nine chapters of this
book to anyone interested in the topic. I do not think chapters
ten and eleven on Christian Zionist influence on the Bush
administration policies are worth the read. Their content is dated
and easily extracted from other more expert sources.
But the first nine chapters are unique in their insight into the
topic, giving the reader, especially the Jewish reader, a balanced,
perspective-broadening experience, which they might find
difficult to get elsewhere on the topic of Christian Zionism.
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Most honest Christians have a nagging suspicion that they do not
have all the answers. Some may not admit this, but they would
be labeled extremists at the least. For example, if they were
raised in a Reform tradition that equates the Kingdom of Christ
with the Church, they might wonder about all the place names,
promises, and predictions found in the Hebrew Scriptures that
seem to describe a national entity with land, a covenant people,
and a future based upon an eternal election by God. Nevertheless,
they still might understand the idea of “kingdom theology” only
in terms of a “kingdom soteriology” in that the presence of the
spiritual Kingdom of Christ precludes any eschatological, literal,
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premillennial kingdom. Likewise, they might think of “kingdom
ecclesiology” as only pertaining to a heavenly entity with little
regard for the socio/political needs of mankind – sort of a parallel
universe where the saints are in submission to the King of the
Church, which is developing tangentially to the kingdom of this
world.
Of course, if they were raised in the strictest form of
dispensational premillennialism, they might revel in the biblical
passages that predict the coming of Christ to right all wrongs,
solve all social and political issues, judge all the wicked, and
complete His program. When they pray “Thy kingdom come”
they mean it only in a distant eschatological way. The Kingdom
of Christ for them is future. Currently, however, they have little
concern with ministering to a fallen world. They, too, might
disengage from socio/political concerns. They understand
that Jesus currently sits on the right hand of God the Father
Almighty, but this does not refer to the Kingdom now. It only
sets the stage for His return to earth to reign for 1000 years. The
nagging suspicion for them, however, is that since Jesus was so
compassionate toward the disenfranchised, the lost in this fallen
world, they should be concerned as well. What would Jesus do?
Perhaps the two previous extremes are weak caricatures.
Nonetheless, no one has all the answers. Consensus should
prevail in the Body of Messiah. The Kingdom of Christ with
its distinctive New Covenant must have relevance for today
and tomorrow. The Kingdom of Christ with its Millennial Rule
must also have relevance for today and tomorrow. Bringing
the two extremes together has been the byproduct (if not the
intent) of research in covenant premillennialism and progressive
dispensationalism. The intent of this enlightening book, The
Kingdom of Christ: the New Evangelical Perspective might be
stated as “can’t we all just get along.” Evangelical consensus –
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focused on Kingdom Theology is the goal.
Dr. Russell D. Moore has detailed the development of this
rapprochement in an exceptional way. In what may be the
very best treatment of this subject available, Moore’s research
includes about 900 extensively annotated footnotes and over 900
bibliographic entries. He accurately describes the development
of an attitude of reconciliation, beginning with the altercations of
the past to the prevailing spirit of respect and unity. He believes
the proponents of Evangelical Theology can use the term
“kingdom” in a way that seems to satisfy most and unify many.
Of course, some will cry out that compromise only weakens a
position. Others, however, will welcome the current state of
affairs described and promoted by the author. Moore tells the
story through the following outline which he uses to champion
Kingdom Theology.
Toward A Kingdom Eschatology:
The Kingdom As Already And Not Yet,
Toward A Kingdom Soteriology:
Salvation As Holistic And Christological
Toward A Kingdom Ecclesiology:
The Church As The Kingdom of God.
In the first chapter of the book the reader will find the stimulus
behind Moore’s intensive research. He is a disciple of Carl F.
H. Henry who articulated a major problem that he noticed in
the evangelicalism of the post World War II church, namely,
the lack of social engagement. In The Uneasy Conscience of
Modern Fundamentalism (1947) Henry opined that evangelical
theologians found themselves between two extremes, a kind of
fundamentalist Christian social detachment and the liberal Social
Gospel (promoted by Walter Rauchenbusch), which rejected
the truth of Scripture while using the social ethics of Protestant
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liberalism in political programs. He and other leaders of neoevangelicalism challenged the church to be the salt and light that
Jesus taught it to be by making a difference in the world through
good works and sharing the Gospel.
Henry felt that there were two extremes within the
evangelical world, both of which should be vigorously engaging
non-evangelical thought. Extreme dispensationalists, on the
one hand, who questioned the present reality of the Kingdom
of Christ were tempted to minimize the teachings of the Sermon
on the Mount (if not relegate them to a future millennium) or to
refuse to recite the Lord’s prayer because it had to do with another
age. Extreme covenantalists, on the other hand, were tempted
to focus primarily on the spiritual justification of individuals
while minimizing the material or socio/political needs of people.
Whether the emphasis is on a “future” kingdom or a “spiritual”
kingdom, both extremes could result in disengagement with
the fallen world of the here and now. Both camps could fail to
minister properly because of faulty Kingdom thinking. This book
is a challenge to develop a Kingdom Theology. Is it possible for
all evangelicals to agree on the kingdom concept so as to bring
consensus in eschatology, soteriology, and ecclesiology?
Moore attributes movement toward the middle position to
the progressive dispensationalists, Robert Saucy, Darrell Bock,
and Craig Blaising. Those from the covenant camp who have
moved to a more centrist position are Anthony Hoekema, Vern
Poythress, Edmund Clowney, and Richard Gaffin. Moore states
that “the coalescence with the other tradition on various disputed
points seems almost coincidental in the scholarship of both
groups,” (23-24). Those on the outer fringes of each position
struggle with the socio/political ramifications for the church.
Some covenant thinkers fear the politicization of the church, and
some dispensational thinkers ask if there is a difference between
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kingdom ethics and ecclesiastical ethics.
Chapter Two tackles the subject of Kingdom Eschatology.
This, of course, is the topic most relevant to the theme of the
first edition of the Journal of Messianic Jewish Studies (JMJS),
“Thy Kingdom Come.” According to Henry and Moore, too
much attention, time, and energy were given to debates about the
nature of the millennium and the time of the rapture among both
covenant and dispensational theologians. Rather, there should
be an emphasis on a present aspect of Kingdom living which will
more likely influence the non-Christian world for Christ. The
scholar who did the most to promote the “already but not yet”
nature of the Kingdom, according to Moore, was George Eldon
Ladd following the lead of such scholars as Oscar Cullmann and
his inaugurated eschatology (31).
Moore provides excellent documentation for the reaction of
earlier dispensational thinkers to the views of Ladd. They felt
the messianic kingdom could not be inaugurated until the King
returns to Jerusalem, literally. They felt that such an inaugurated
eschatology was too much of a compromise between historic
premillennialism and amillennialism. They felt that the throne
of the kingdom has not been transported to heaven, nor has
Jesus begun to rule as the Davidic king promised in the Hebrew
Scriptures at His ascension. Moore quotes Charles Feinberg as
saying, “That is not ‘historic’ premillennialism, but undiminished
and recognizable amillennialism,” (35).
Similar reaction, however, came from the Reformed,
amillennial side of the controversy with its Augustinian view that
the Kingdom is a spiritual entity in which Christ is ruling in the
present day, or somehow there are disembodied souls ruling from
heaven. This view left no room for an earthly kingdom, and,
therefore did not answer the whole council of God with respect
to kingdom teaching. Ladd faced the unwanted theological
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continuum of an essentially heavenly and spiritual kingdom of
the amillennialists on one end, and the essentially political and
futurist kingdom of the dispensational premillennialists on the
other.
Moore’s next task is to demonstrate that there has been
considerable progress, primarily through the Progressive
Dispensationalist movement. For the reader who is interested
in a cogent, brief but thorough and irenic presentation of the
view he should read this treatment by Moore. Using such key
passages as 2 Samuel 7, Psalm 16, Psalm 110, and Acts 2 the
progressives argue that when Jesus assumed the exalted position
of His session at the right hand of the Father, He essentially is
sitting on the throne of David as both Lord and Christ. Therefore,
Jesus’ current rule as the “head” of the church is the same as His
rule as the “Messiah” of Israel. This is more than a mere spiritual
form of the kingdom, it is the kingdom inaugurated.
For all of its emphasis on the “already” aspect of the Kingdom,
progressives are adamant in their views that Jesus will rule on
earth during a literal 1000 Kingdom. Geopolitical rewards to a
reconstituted nation of Israel will be dispensed by the King as a
prelude to the eternal state, the new heavens and new earth.
To Moore’s delight there has been movement from the other
side of the controversy, as has been mentioned above. In the
second chapter he provides significant details about Kingdom
Theology as it has developed among evangelical covenant
amillennial and premillennial writers. While it seems the major
concessions have come from dispensational thinkers, Moore
believes that “modified” views on both sides have made this
rapprochement possible.
In Chapter 3 Moore discusses another area in which coming
together helps solve the problem of the uneasy conscience.
Socio/political engagement by evangelicals will be more likely
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when salvation is seen as both holistic and Christological. Moore
traces the development of postwar evangelical soteriology as it is
opposed by the liberal left which rejected fundamental notions of
total depravity and substitutionary atonement. However, among
those Christian theologians who retained Biblical convictions,
there was a sense in which redemption was dichotomized into a
heavenly, “spiritual” salvation of traditional covenant theology
versus an emphasis on the cosmic purposes of God including
the new earth. Older dispensational thinkers were thought to
separate the spiritual salvation of the church from the material
salvation of the nation of Israel. Regardless of how accurate
this portrayal is, Moore suggests that the end result was the lack
of social engagement by both extremes in evangelical theology.
Things are changing. Many have come to a centrist view
on the holistic and Christological nature of soteriology. The
emerging evangelical consensus of Kingdom Soteriology here
runs parallel to the Kingdom Eschatology. Personal regeneration
should lead to reforming societal problems. Moore shows how
progressive dispensationalism is saying the same thing. It is
clear as he traces the development that avoidance of the Social
Gospel was paramount to earlier dispensationalists who would
speak of manning the lifeboats rather than polishing the brass on
the Titanic. However, Kingdom Soteriology does not distinguish
between Kingdom purposes (of Israel) and salvation purposes
(of the church). Political action, social action, and structural
improvement of the human community serves to ease the uneasy
conscience. It is a unified Kingdom concept and a unified
salvation for one people of God that makes this possible.
In Chapter 4 the logical progression continues. If the
Kingdom is already inaugurated, and if salvation includes both
personal redemption and the cosmic purposes of redeeming the
world, then the church has a mandate to engage in socio/political
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concerns as a kingdom community. Moore mentions the
development of evangelical seminaries reacting to the modernism
of the liberal denominations. Both from the dispensational side
and the Reformed covenantal side of the spectrum came trained
pastors of churches and leaders of parachurch ministries. But
lack of cohesion in ecclesiology added to the lack of strength in
evangelical engagement with the world. Regardless of differing
opinions, Moore argues that the Church is the Kingdom of God.
Again, the emphasis of Moore’s book is that consensus
is occurring as progressive dispensationalists and modified
covenentalists honestly evaluate the weaknesses of their past
proponents and embrace a Kingdom Theology which unifies
genuine believers in a common cause that is true to the Word of
God and the eschatological, soteriological, and ecclesiological
purposes of God.
This work must be highly recommended for all who seek
to understand the development of thought among evangelical
theologians, especially from the post war era to the present.
Moore successfully documents an incredible array of views
that are both faithfully presented and carefully analyzed. While
many have learned of these things in a piecemeal fashion, Russell
Moore has organized the arguments and traced the trajectory of
the subject matter in a way that excels other efforts to do so.
Clearly, all will not agree with the conclusions he draws,
especially concerning the value or even the biblical defense of
this growing consensus between progressive dispensationalism
and modified covenantalism. Many will continue to ask if such
thinking does not lead to a supersessionism that ignores the
relevance of the “unbelieving” nation of Israel today. Some
will not be satisfied with the terminology used to reconcile the
different views. Others will ask about the role of the Holy Spirit
in the already but not yet kingdom. Some will wonder what
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limitations there are on kingdom ethics in the church of today.
The questions will continue to be raised, but this contribution by
Russell Moore will advance the discussion in a wonderful way.
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